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ABSTRACT
Documentation of Built Heritage and Disaster Preparedness Plans
Kathleen Maloney Lo
Advisor: Theodore H. Prudon

As flood-prone communities seek to adapt and protect heritage resources from the impact of
changing weather systems and water damage, there is a greater need for alternative and
affordable solutions to safeguard historic resources. Many cities are updating preservation plans
to better incorporate heritage but there remains an alarming lack of representation for historic
resources in hazard mitigation plans. This can lead to a lack of sufficient documentation,
necessary for supporting recovery efforts. Incentivizing and sourcing funding for documentation
in advance of a climate event remains a crucial component of this narrative, influencing the role
of documentation in preparedness planning and recovery efforts. This thesis will examine the
role of documentation in preparedness planning on a global scale, from the founding of
UNESCO, and its adoption into US-based preparedness efforts, at the federal, state, and local
levels focusing specifically on water-related threats. Two US case studies will be evaluated to
illustrate the application of different methodologies, technology employed as well as the driving
factors for initiating a preventive (or proactive) documentation project to encourage broad-scale
application of these techniques.

KEY WORDS
Documentation, Disaster preparedness, Cultural heritage, Flooding, Water-related loss, FEMA,
Built Environment, Recovery of built heritage, Conservation, Community safeguarding of
heritage

TERMINOLOGY and ACRONYMS
Community: Unless otherwise clearly stated, community refers to the group of individuals that
reside within a particular area that come into contact, or have a shared values or connection, with
the historic fabric.
Documentation: broadly referred to as any tangible method of recording built heritage including
but not limited to photographs, damage assessment maps, oral histories, written descriptions,
inventory lists, archival documents, building plans, photogrammetry, laser scanning.
Flooding: unless otherwise stated, general references to flooding include any form of
water-related inundation. The majority of research cited in this paper is related to recovery and
response to sea-level rise and river flooding.
Recovery: u nless otherwise clearly stated, recovery refers to the historic site. This is not limited to
recovery of the material but rather the essence of the site as it relates to the residents who have
ascribed it value (generally formally via listing but can also include sites not formally listed).
ACHP: Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
BFE: B
 ase Flood Elevation
DRF: D
 isaster Relief Fund
FEMA: F
 ederal Emergency Management Agency, an agency of the US Department of Homeland
Security
Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs): F
 lood hazard maps created by FEMA. These maps inform
NFIP regulations and flood insurance requirements.
MEMA: M
 aryland Environmental Management Agency
NFIP: T
 he National Flood Insurance Program, operated and administered by FEMA
NOAA: N
 ational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NR: N
 ational Register (on the National of Historic Places)
PIN: University of Florida Preservation Institute: Nantucket
SHPO: S
 tate Historic Preservation Office
USACE: U
 nited States Army Corps of Engineers
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1. INTRODUCTION
1a. Research aims and questions
Flooding takes many forms, leaving some events more predictable than others. The
Federal government has programs in place that identify at-risk areas, provide funding for
recovery or fortification of individual structures, as well as broader preparedness planning
initiatives to create more resilient communities after a flood event. However, heritage resources
are often not explicitly identified as part of the process and when they are, the language is
generally restricted to those that are formally listed at the national or local levels. Documentation
of these structures and those not formally listed, serves as a record, memory, and as a reference
in the adaptation process for prioritizing elements of high significance. For buildings that are
listed locally or on the National Register, reference to this documentation can mean the
difference between retaining enough integrity to retain their status on the list or to be removed.
For those that are not eligible, the documentation conducted as part of a formal preparedness
measure may be the only record of a site that has been destroyed.
With the idea that documentation of heritage resources can significantly increase a
community’s resilience, this thesis seeks to answer the following questions:
1. How can the documentation of historic resources be better integrated into preparedness
planning efforts?
2. How can the documentation of historic resources help communities vulnerable to flood
events?

Research Methodology:
To answer the above-mentioned questions, qualitative research was conducted through
interviews, the formation of a literature review and analysis of two case studies. To frame
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context for the discussion regarding preparedness planning, research begins with a brief history
of the incorporation of heritage broadly in disaster preparedness planning, and more specifically
as this relates to flood-related threats, as well as the perception of documentation and the
evolution of its definition and significance over time at the global scale and as it relates to the
United States. An overview of the current positioning of heritage in disaster preparedness
planning in the United States at the federal and local levels is then introduced.
Documentation, preparedness, and recovery efforts are assessed for the case studies:
Nantucket, MA and Ellicott City, MD. This thesis is examining documentation efforts in disaster
preparedness, and arguing that this should have a more prominent foothold in planning
initiatives. For this reason, looking at states that have already begun the process of incorporating
heritage in mitigation planning or noted the importance of heritage in preparedness efforts were
selected over those that have not yet included language in their formal plans.
Population size and land mass matters as well: urban recovery versus rural recovery
efforts may have similar goals but vastly different resources. The same is true within urban areas,
the tax base, and therefor funding for public services, for a large city like New York will be very
different from that of Rapid City, South Dakota. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) categorizes small cities as having populations under 100,000.1 The
average population size of US cities is under 50,000 so keeping the case study sizes within the
‘small city’ category and +/- the average city size was important in selecting case studies to keep
reasonable expectations for responses and preparedness efforts when evaluating.2 Funding plays
a strong role in the decision-making process and capability of smaller communities to recovery.

1

OECD, ‘Urban population by city size.’
United States Census Bureau. ‘City and Town Population Totals: 2010-2018.’
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Comparing a large city to a small city would not have yielded realistic connections, patterns, or
projections.
Data was collected by visiting or speaking informally with organizations or individuals
involved in these projects as well as individuals working in disaster preparedness documentation
at federal agencies and through private organizations. This was then analyzed by reviewing the
current and past role of documentation in preparedness plans, standards and technology.

Rationale:
Policy recommendations, adjusting standards, and incentivizing funding for
climate-resilient projects can be much-needed positive changes in the dialogue surrounding
climate change adaptation. In particular, defining new standards, identifying high-risk v. low-risk
(geographically and developing metrics for identification), and enforcing regulation, can show a
government’s commitment to adaptation and mitigating the impacts of climate change. At the
global level, dialogue surrounding the impact of climate change on the built environment has
yielded recommendations and mandates for new building codes and identifying areas at risk.
However, particularly in the United States, there exists a separation between heritage and
mitigation planning. Preparing in advance for these situations is crucial but understanding the
community and encouraging those with the authority to be receptive to concerns about heritage
loss is paramount. By looking at communities that have historically been living with and
adapting to rising water levels, it may be possible to apply elements of their approach to areas
whose heritage resources have become increasingly vulnerable to accelerating levels of flood
events due to climate change.

3

Why documentation?
Documentation, the recording of historic resources through photographic and
non-photographic methods is a critical factor in the rebuilding and restoration of the built fabric.
Monitoring through documentation can help to track the rate and quantity of damage, and
identify agents of deterioration that threaten a site. This same practice should recognize flooding
as a known agent of deterioration, often causing irreparable damage to the original material. The
documentation of sites within flood zones can produce information that provides planningers,
preservationists, architects, engineers, and all involved in the disaster recovery process insight
into the placement and condition of the site prior to damage.
Where reconstruction is not an option, documentation may serve as the only remaining
physical connection to the site. For a site that holds tremendous social, religious, historic, or
cultural value to residents, maintaining accurate records of the physical site is important in the
resilience process. New advances in technology allow faster, accurate, recording which can be
used to produce plans or models. Additionally, the process of documentation and interaction with
historic resources can be an immersive and engaging experience for residents and professionals
alike. Recording a site that holds value is validating its influence on an area, and creating greater
community cohesion through the connection to the site.
While documentation is an acknowledged core component of preservation efforts, the
integration of heritage resources and their documentation in mitigation or disaster preparedness
efforts at the state level is not widely realized. The documentation process, as a mode of
community engagement and contributing factor to physical, emotional, and often economic
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resiliency, needs to be reinforced at a systemic level with more readily available funding from
government entities.

Why Flooding?
According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), flash
flooding is one of the deadliest water-related disasters, typically providing residents less than 60
minutes warning.3 Specifically, coastal communities have seen a 300-925% increase in storm
surge frequency in the past 50 years.4 While the government has spent over $1.75 trillion
hurricane-related recovery since 1980, the years with the highest annual cost have been within
the past decade.5 This means that not only are the events increasing, they’re also causing more
damage to vital infrastructure and dense urban areas, among other resources.6
The damage caused by flash floods and storm surge can be detrimental to residents and
local businesses' financial, physical, and social resilience. One way to mitigate the impact of
flood events is to ensure adequate documentation of heritage resources is completed as part of a
community’s preparedness initiative. For the built environment, documentation includes
everything from inventorying to photographing, scanning, or recording. The level required is
dependent on the residents’ goals, the funding available, and the commitment of the SHPO and
local governments. These metrics, along with the accuracy of the maps used to identify and plan
for flood-prone areas, can all be adjusted and plans created to reflect stakeholder values. What

3

National Severe Storms Laboratory, ‘Severe Weather 101: Flood Basics.’ Accessed: March, 2020.
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cannot be controlled, is the alarming and increasing rate at which unprecedented flooding related
to climate change is causing irreversible damage to built heritage.
Restoring damaged tangible heritage as a result of flooding is not a new phenomenon.
Historical floods have impacted sites worldwide: in 1931, the banks of China's Yangzi, Huai, and
Yellow Rivers overflowed destroying towns and killing thousands;7 the Arno inundated Florence
on November 4, 1966, killing over a hundred people, devasting the local economy, and causing
damage or destroying buildings and hundreds of cultural treasures;8 and Hurricane Katrina
caused the death of over 1,100 people and destroyed multiple National Register-listed structures
in 2005. In all of these cases, recovery efforts--as they should--have prioritized human life. They
have also prompted planners and politicians to re-evaluate resource allocation to allow for more
effective preventive measures including formulating preparedness plans, guidelines, and
objectives. This necessary preparation is in response to the pace and impact of flooding to
communities and their environment.
One of the less predictable flood events in the United States is flooding from atmospheric
rivers. Atmospheric rivers dousing the western part of the United States cause over 80% of
flood-related damages to homes at an average cost of $1 billion a year, and they are expected to
increase as greenhouse gases continue to warm the planet by trapping heat in the atmosphere.9
Sea Level Rise, coastal flooding, and storm surge, by comparison, causes known and impending
damage. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) produced a report in
2014 detailing the results of monitoring water level gauges over the past century. The report

Courtney, Chris. 'Central China flood, 1931.' (ND) DisasterHistory.org. Accessed: January, 2020.
Phelan, Jessica. 'IN PHOTOS: Remembering the great flood of Florence.' Nov. 4, 2019. Thelocal.it.
9
The Conversation, ‘Atmospheric River Storms Can Drive Costly Flooding – and Climate Change Is Making Them
Stronger.’ Floodlist.com. Accessed January, 2020.
7
8
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notes that the frequency and duration of nuisance-tidal flooding has accelerated so severely, due
to years of continuous sea level rise, that the parameters initially set for classifying an event as
'extreme' in 1950 have been necessarily relaxed.10 There are also fluvials, or river floods, and
surface water floods or flash flooding. This paper references case studies of areas impacted by
flash flooding and sea level rise.
Common factors among all flood-events are the acceleration of frequency and intensity as
a result of climate change, and the need to create more physically resilient and, as the physical
environment faces further damage, economically and culturally-resilient communities. These are
porous and interdependent concepts that require community cohesion, proactive measures, and
engagement with the physical environment. The more prepared an area is for a known impending
flood event, the quicker their ability to recover will be. Since the National Historic Preservation
Act (NHPA) was signed into law in 1966, and the creation of the National Register of Historic
Places, the National Historic Landmarks, and State Preservation Offices (SHPO), heritage
resources in the United States have received a certain level of protection and awareness. This is
evident in Section 106 of the NHPA, protects properties listed or eligible for the National
Register from federally-imposed demolition and exemption from federally-mandated adaptation
requirements in high-risk flood areas.11 At its core, preparedness initiatives for heritage resources
requires documentation at a level that adequately meets a community’s resilience goals relevant
to their built environment. Funding for preparedness and recovery of the built environment at the
local and federal levels, community support, as well as new and traditional technology all

Technical Report NOS CO-OPS 073 ‘Sea Level Rise and Nuisance Flood Frequency Changes around the United
States.’ June 2014. (P.24)
11
National Endowment for the Humanities. ‘Frequently Asked Questions about Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act.’
10
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influence how, why, and for whom documentation projects are undertaken.

Research Assumptions
This thesis is examining the potential for techniques of non-invasive monitoring and
documentation of heritage resources. The potential for these techniques is explored through the
lense of disaster preparedness planning and recovery efforts. This thesis does not propose or
address documentation as equal to the original fabric or site. It does look at the wide-ranging
possibilities different kinds of documentation offer different stakeholders through
approachability, availability, and funding.

1b. Current Strategies: Physical Adaptations and Relocation
One way in which communities and governments, are responding to increased flood
events are through physical interventions including incentivizing buyouts or invoking eminent
domain to allow for the demolition of structures situated along identified flood paths, relocating
threatened buildings (or communities), adapting buildings in place via dry or wet flood-proofing,
and imposing new federal guidelines, standards, and zoning requirements to ensure buildings are
constructed or raised above predicted flood levels.12 13 14
At the global level, dialogue surrounding the impact of climate change on the built
environment has yielded recommendations and mandates for new building codes and identifying
areas at risk. Organizations like the OECD are producing publications on climate resilient
infrastructure with more countries committing to create resilient communities. For example, their
OECD (2018), "Climate-resilient infrastructure"
Ibid
14
Huang and Heikkila, 'Adaptation to Flooding in Urban Areas: An Economic Primer.'
12
13
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2018 report ‘Climate Resilient Infrastructure: Policy Perspectives’ defines intent and meaning of
climate-resilient infrastructure and presents recommendations for improving, enacting, and
financing projects. The report takes into account different stakeholders and cites three examples
of infrastructure projects from member countries: Eyre Peninsula in Australia, which used
'participatory techniques for decision-making under uncertainty' to address coastal infrastructure;
Japan's Japanese Railways (JR) which 'raised the standard for estimated maximum performance
temperature' to address extreme temperatures; and the USA's Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding
Strategy which included policy recommendations empowering regions to coordinate and develop
resilient approaches to rebuilding. The report states that ‘It aimed to build back smarter and
stronger infrastructure by: aligned federal funding with local rebuilding visions; reducing
excessive regulation; coordinating the efforts of the federal, state, and local governments, with a
region-wide approach to rebuilding; and ensuring the region’s climate change and disaster
resilient rebuilding (OECD, 2014a).15
Policy recommendations, adjusting standards, and incentivizing funding for
climate-resilient projects can be much-needed positive changes in the dialogue surrounding
climate change adaptation. In particular, defining new standards, identifying high-risk v. low-risk
(geographically and developing metrics for identification), and enforcing regulation, can show a
government’s commitment to adaptation and mitigating the impacts of climate change. However,
identifying areas at risk can create opportunity for governments to enforce eminent domain and
relocation. In the United States, eminent domain is an unpopular and controversial tool but when
homeowners refuse to leave, it not only endangers lives but often means government funding

15
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will be tapped to rebuild. This can perpetuate a seemingly endless funnel of government funds as
disaster after disaster strikes the same building, in the same location. In Spring, Texas, for
example, a house has been repaired 19 times, for a total of $912,732 when the house was only
worth $42k.16

Buyout Programs
In the United States, buyout programs in support of managed retreat and
federally-mandated adaptations are a common response to escalating water levels aids. The
structure of a buyout program can have a significant impact on advantages for residents
involved.
The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) provides much of the funding for local
governments to purchase homes for demolition. They generally advocate for broad-scale impact,
like building levees or surge walls to protect from storm surge, or planting along shorelines, but
also look at the potential benefits of buyout programs for an area. While it has cited buyout
programs would be more effective if mandatory, many areas experiencing extreme flood events
are denied funding to participate in the program.17 For example, one of their current projects
focuses on producing recommended solutions to coastal flooding and storm surge for Charleston.
The Charleston Peninsula Coastal Flood Risk Management Study has not yet recommended a
buyout program, despite repeated flooding of homes in low-lying areas. Their thoughts on the
effectiveness of buyout programs is evident within the frequently asked questions section: ‘Army
Corps of Engineers’ sponsors must have the ability to use eminent domain if required.
16

Walsh, Mary Williams. 'A Broke, and Broken, Flood Insurance Program'
Flavelle, Christopher. 'Trump Administration Presses Cities to Evict Homeowners From Flood Zones.’ March 11,
2020.
17
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Negotiation is required to acquire real estate. Fair market value as established by a real estate
appraisal is the basis for the initial offers to the owner. If negotiation fails, eminent domain is an
option that can be utilized.’18 It is unclear if the reasoning for this positioning is funding-related
but highly likely, as the USACE has to push through Congress in order to receive the funding to
begin the next stage: launching the project. If Congress approves the funds, the buyout program
is typically overseen by the local government. The city or state can use the funds (which can be
distributed through multiple grant programs, FEMA is the largest supplier) to purchase
properties for demolition, but they are then required to maintain the property. If buyouts are
voluntary, it leaves unclear funding requirements as there could be a portion of residents who do
not opt-in to the program. In this case, the city does not need all of the funds they requested.
Depending on the area, it can also be astronomically expensive as the home is purchased at
pre-flood value. The process for an individual to apply for a buyout is illustrated in Fig 1.,
adapted from information available on FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program website.19
Throughout the entire process, the application has to comply with local and state
regulations pertaining to heritage sites, which is reinforced at the federal level. This can both
help and hinder the process. For individuals in a historic district or landmarked property, the
application be stopped at the local level. Without sponsorship from the local level, the
application cannot receive funding from the federal level. This does not necessarily prohibit the
owner from demolishing the structure but it does eliminate financial compensation from
government grants.20

United States Army Corps of Engineers. ‘Charleston Peninsula Coastal Flood Risk Management Study Overview.
(2018)
19
‘FEMA's Hazard Mitigation Grant Program: Property Buyouts,’Oct 8, 2019.
20
Brawley, Dare; Tolkoff, Laura; and Fredenberg, Robert. ‘Buy-In for Buyouts The Case for Managed Retreat from
Flood Zones.’
18
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For non-historic districts, buyout programs often target individual owners of vulnerable
properties, though multi-family dwellings require unanimous owner consent. Offers are typically
accepted gradually, rather than en masse. While there exists the opportunity to use these
newly-vacant spaces for public parks or other amenities for the neighborhood, it can also result
in fractured landscapes as buildings are incrementally demolished.21 This process creates new
concerns for local governments tasked with supplying adequate infrastructure, public services
like transportation and emergency services to those who opt to remain. These services may be
drastically reduced if a population, and its reliable tax-base, declines as a result of
government-enforced demolition. Additionally, local governments become tasked with
maintaining these vacant lots. For those who experience repeated flooding and want to pursue
relocation, the decision to opt-in to a buyout program, allowing owners to sell their property to
the state and move elsewhere, can also take years to process. The Natural Resources Defense
Council released a report in September 2019 that looked at the delays associated with post-flood
buyout programs. They estimated the average wait time from application to purchase was 5.2
years.22 This is a systemic issue that is reducing the effectiveness of buyout programs. Areas that
have been approved to receive buyout grants are then required to wait for funding to be released,
leaving many homeowners in potentially precarious situations where they remain in a vulnerable
area, unable to sell and without adequate funds to move.
As of 2019, FEMA had funded the voluntary acquisition of over 40,000 homes with the
intent of providing financial compensation for people to move to less flood-prone areas. But the

Harvell, Elizabeth. ‘Are Floodplain Buyouts a Smart Investment for Local Governments?’ The Environmental
Finance Blog. June 8, 2018.
22
Moore, Rob; and Weber, Anna. ‘Going Under: Long Wait Times for Post-Flood Buyouts Leave Homeowners
Underwater.’Sept 2019.
21
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program faces funding challenges.23 In addition to the wait time, a 2018 study on social justice
out of the University of Delaware found that buyouts have disproportionately favored wealthier
areas.24 This is partially a result of the current structuring within FEMA, requiring local
governments to pay for 25% of the buyout. The buyout programs can also create fractured
communities as owners weigh the financial incentives or planning decisions against maintaining
a sense of cohesion through the built environment, as will be addressed later in this paper
through the case of Ellicott City, Maryland.25
It raises the question of whether the program is truly addressing the most vulnerable
areas, that may lack the resources to meet financial requirements, and what happens to the
intangible heritage of rural and less densely-populated areas when disaster strikes. The potential
for improvement of the program and advantages to hard-hit areas facing declining property
values is immense, but the reality suggests the expense of the program makes it a last resort
option. The bureaucratic process in place required reduced efficiency and thus the effectiveness
of the current program. Many owners find that fortification efforts, though short-term, are viable
options to mitigate the impact of flood events but these can present their own set of issues from a
policy perspective.

Adaptation-in-situ
For homeowners in the US who opt to adapt in place, fortification efforts of individual
structures may qualify for tax-deductions or subsidies but are largely performed at the owners’

Moore, Rob; and Weber, Anna. ‘Going Under: Long Wait Times for Post-Flood Buyouts Leave Homeowners
Underwater.’ Sept 2019.
24
Siders, A.R. ‘Social justice implications of U.S. managed retreat buyout programs’ 2018.
25
Cioffi, Chris. ‘With new Plan on Paus, Ellicott City Business Owners Feel Stuck.’ Dec 13, 2018.
23
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expense. This measure, intended to prevent loss of life and strengthen the fortitude of structures
that remain in the threatened area, has the potential to damage communities by imposing the
heavy financial burden of not just purchasing flood insurance but investing in adaptation
measures. For example, in New Orleans and Charleston, residents are elevating their homes
individually at the cost of $500k+. These physical interventions are necessary for places heavily
reliant upon their built heritage for tourism. There is tremendous incentive for a community to
maintain the integrity of the material, design, or determined ‘authenticity’, if the ‘place’ is a
valuable contributing factor to the local economy. However, it is not always sustainable in the
long term and can be enormously cost-prohibitive, dividing communities through economics and
heightening underrepresented factions.
1c. The Role of Flood Maps in Identifying At-Risk Heritage Resources
Documentation can be a vital contribution to preservation and influence community
resiliency but the determination of where, how, and what is to be documented is primarily
determined by the SHPO. For disaster preparedness initiatives related to flooding, the SHPO
may be in consultation with the ACHP, USACE, NOAA, or FEMA to review areas at highest
risk for damage. Those that sit in a 500 year floodplain have a minimal risk of flooding whereas
buildings in a 100-year floodplain have a 1% annual chance of flooding.26 Through the
identification of these sites, preservation efforts can focus on areas at greater risk of flooding and
implementing preparedness initiatives. Often these initiatives include adaptation measures that
may alter the visual character and scale, thus throwing into question the building’s integrity or
cohesiveness within a historic district.

26

USDA, ‘Definitions of FEMA Flood Zone Designations,’ ND.
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While it should be noted that many cities like Newport, RI, and Charleston, SC, that were
opposed to elevating, or implementing other fortification measures for historic structures, have
shifted their position in the face of multiple disasters. The process is still typically subject to
review but importantly, the decisions are being made at the state or municipal level. In
accordance with Section 106, communities can adopt local floodplain management ordinances
that essentially allow them to determine whether a structure or area, identified in a flood hazard
zone, is exempt from requirements. The ordinance can also impose a variance, which requires
adaptation proposals to go through a review. The state of Florida describes the influence of
variance versus ordinance on the process as follows:
Exemption: When a historic structure is exempt from all flood ordinance requirements,
flood resistant construction methods that are necessary for protecting the structure from
flood damages are not required to be incorporated into the building plans.
Variance: When the issuance of variances is required for proposed deviations from the
local floodplain management ordinance, local variance review boards have the ability to
determine which requirements of the ordinance the proposed work has or does not have
to meet.27
This means that NR-listed or eligible sites may receive exemptions from
federally-mandated adaptation measures. Buildings that have not yet been evaluated for listing or
hold cultural value to a community but are not NR-eligible are often required to purchase flood
insurance and, depending on what zone they are located in, may need to elevate their building to
the base flood elevation (BFE). These areas are identified by Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRMS), overseen by FEMA.28 Many of these maps are outdated, thus areas that are more
densely occupied, as well as areas with the most outdated maps, are prioritized for revision by
FEMA. Their website notes: ‘With over 20,000 communities participating in the National Flood
27
28
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Insurance Program (NFIP), it is a challenge to keep flood hazard maps up to date. There are three
primary methods by which a community's flood hazard maps are updated. The first is through a
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)-initiated study or restudy of flood hazards
and subsequent revision of the NFIP flood maps. The second method is through a
community-initiated revision under Part 65 of the NFIP regulations, and the third is through the
Cooperating Technical Partners (CTP) initiative.’29
Updating flood hazard maps is complicated. Accurate information is necessary to allow
for informed decisions regarding long-term community planning and adaptation measures,
particularly for heritage resources, but the financial impacts of rezoning areas from low risk to
high risk (“Zone A”) may mean a neighborhood will need to purchase insurance through the
NFIP and follow adaptation guidelines. Homeowners in these Special Flood Hazard Zones are
federally mandated to purchase flood insurance and those that resist will not qualify for FEMA
grant programs to fortify their homes. Based on current maps, these areas have a ‘1 in 4 chance
of flooding during a 30-year mortgage.’30 There are more stipulations to receive federal recovery
grants, for example Zone A owners who do not purchase flood insurance through the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) may not be eligible to receive certain levels of funding for
rebuilding. Meanwhile, owners who elevate above BFE can be eligible for lower flood insurance
premiums.
These added costs influence a community (and state’s) support for updating Flood
Insurance Rate Maps. For owners and communities, the funding to adapt preventively is not an
economically-viable option that can be pursued. Furthermore, for buildings that are not able to be

29
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moved or elevated due to financial reasons or restrictive land availability (islands), flood waters
have the potential to cause irreversible damage. Yet, without updated flood hazard maps,
identifying heritage resources that are most at risk becomes challenging and potentially elevates
the threat level by the inability to formally recognize the situation, allocate funding, and
adequately prepare. For heritage resources, flooding and other disasters can threaten archives,
plans, or other documentation if housed on-site or within flood-prone areas. This loss of existing
documentation can cause a delay in the reconstruction of sites (physical, digital, or interpretive).
Despite the insufficiency of current flood hazard maps, they continue to serve as a vital
component in disaster preparedness by identifying at-risk sites or areas and alleviating (via the
NFIP) some of the financial burden of reconstruction for owners. This, in theory, provides more
flexibility when selecting materials to reconstruct. Perhaps an exception to this is for buildings or
structures that estimate more than 50% damage. These are required to adapt to current floodplain
management standards, permanently altering the original design.31 Documentation

1d. Funding Recovery and Preparedness Efforts in the United States
The most detrimental element of disaster preparedness efforts is finding appropriate
funding. Often, by the time the pendulum swings towards heritage, funding has been allocated to
other budgets and built heritage is not guaranteed appropriate integration into preparedness
efforts. While opportunity exists to apply resources towards preparedness efforts through grants
issued by FEMA, determination of SHPO offices, and cross-departmental collaborative efforts,
as well as through smaller funding entities like the Center for Disaster Philanthropy (CDP),
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funding is typically released after disaster strikes. Still, it is necessary to highlight the
combination of governmental, nonprofit, and individual resources required to aid in a
community’s economic, social, and material recovery. For example, in Fall 2019, the
Mississippi, Missouri, and Arkansas Rivers repeatedly flooded affecting over 15 million people.
The region saw widespread destruction of infrastructure, crops, and houses. The flood events
spurred the release of $71.5 million in Individual Assistance grants and roughly $71.1million in
Public Assistance grants from FEMA. It also triggered the release of funding from external
organizations including $1.2million from the CDP’s Midwest Early Recovery Fund, which aims
to both distribute economic relief within two weeks of a disaster and ‘learn about gaps in
response and recovery’ in an effort to work with local entities to strengthen their response to
future disasters.32 There are multiple channels to apply for and distribute funding but the
eligibility and conditions for receiving funding are varied. The largest source of funding is
typically at the federal level.
In the United States, federal funding for disaster relief was formally enacted through the
Disaster Relief Act in 1974. This allowed the federal government to declare areas a 'disaster' and
release funding to support recovery efforts which encompass everything from debris removal to
small business loans to the reconstruction or restoration of property. However, the configuration
left efforts spread across too many agencies resulting in inefficient distribution and oversight.
These were consolidated in 1979 when FEMA was established, and again in 1988 when the
Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Public Law 100-707) was put
into place. The intention of the Act was to encourage states to establish a formal process for the
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federal government to declare a disaster, issue funds, and evaluate the level of damage. It also
included a requirement that states and governments create disaster preparedness plans.33
For built heritage, this is important for a few reasons: funding can be awarded to
individual homeowners, to states for the rebuilding or recovery of heritage resources, and to aid
in establishing a preparedness plan if one did not already exist. The goal is to ensure community
resilience through economic support. To release federal funds, an area must be formally declared
a ‘disaster.’ This designation indicates that the damage and financial burden is greater than what
state resources are prepared or capable of handling. Once an area has been declared a disaster,
funds can be distributed to the state, who will subsequently award funding to the
municipality(ies) where the disaster has occured.
Section 203 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
authorizes funding for states and local governments to develop hazard mitigation plans. The Act
describes that funding may also be used for the following four instances:
(i) to support effective public-private natural disaster hazard mitigation partnerships;
(ii) to improve the assessment of a community’s vulnerability to natural hazards;
(iii) to establish hazard mitigation priorities, and an appropriate hazard mitigation plan,
for a community; or
(iv) to establish and carry out enforcement activities and implement the latest published
editions of relevant consensus-based codes, specifications, and standards that incorporate
the latest hazard resistant designs and establish minimum acceptable criteria for the
design, construction, and maintenance of residential structures and facilities that may be
eligible for assistance under this Act for the purpose of protecting the health, safety, and
general welfare of the buildings’ users against disasters.34
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Of critical concern is that this Act, as well as FEMA’s 2020 National Preparedness
Report, omits sea level rise as a disaster entirely. On October 23, 2019, Representative Yvette D.
Clarke of NY introduced a bill to the House ‘To direct the Administrator of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency to revise the policy of the Agency to address the threats of
climate change, to include considerations of climate change in the strategic plan of the Agency,
and for other purposes.’35 It proposes amending Section 101 of the Stafford Act to include
climate change and sea level rise as a threat to the United States. It also proposes including
climate change in FEMA’s strategic plan. The bill never passed the house and FEMA’s
2018-2022 Strategic Plan still makes no mention of climate change or sea level rise.36 Though
their website has information on the subject, the lack of inclusion in official documents means
there is no acknowledgment of a formal definition and contextualization of climate
change-related or sea level rise-related disasters as a national threat. This is a major hindrance to
determining funding for preparedness efforts and further highlights the necessity of funding
documentation for flood-prone sites.
For qualified disasters, assets are distributed via the Disaster Relief Fund (DRF), through
which FEMA coordinates and manages four major grant programs. These programs award funds
to the state, local, or tribal governments in a designated disaster area: the Fire Management
Assistance Grant Program (FMAG), the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP), the
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program (PDM), and the Public Assistance Program Grant (PA).
The two that are most widely cited related to flood disasters are the Hazard Mitigation Grant
Program and the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program. These not only fund restoration for
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approved sites, they provide financial assistance to individuals (via state or local sponsorships),
and mitigation planning.
The Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program is awarded annually but is extremely
competitive. The intent of the program is to states, territories, or tribes to create or expand their
mitigation efforts including raising awareness and fortifying infrastructure or at-risk buildings. In
doing so, when a disaster strikes, the area will be better prepared, and hopefully sustain less
damage and require less recovery funding. The implementation of successful mitigation projects
or plans means the community is safer, more self-sufficient, and less funding is needed from the
Federal government in the long-term. While this is an exceptional option that should be enacted
across the country, the frequency of disaster declarations and shortage (or delayed deliver) of
funds means these programs will become increasingly strained if Congress does not continuously
approve increased funding. In 2017, the Senate had to push through $15.25 billion in emergency
aid to keep FEMA's disaster relief fund operational. The enormous amount of funding going into
these programs, and expected increase, means that without state and local governments
implementing strategies to become more physically, culturally, and economically resilient in the
face of disaster, FEMA will continuously be short of funds. This could have a serious influence
on the prioritization of heritage resources. Local governments need to be planning ahead and
including the funding of documentation of heritage resources (listed or eligible at the national,
state, or local level) in their mitigation plans. Technological advances allow for the proliferation
of information including training videos, awareness content and programs, as well as rapid and
accurate recording of heritage sites that can be performed by non-professionals.
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1e. Documentation and Technological Advances
Documentation and recording often forms the basis for which decisions pertaining to the
planning and recovery of the built fabric are made. Recovery, in this context, can mean the
original design is reconstructed with new material, as is happening with the Notre-Dame
Cathedral. The laser scans of Notre-Dame that were produced by Professor Andrew Tallon in
2010 are aiding in the decision and capability to rebuild after the April 2019 fire.37 The same is
true for the 3D digital documentation carried out by the Glasgow School of Art of the
Mackintosh Building.38 The benefit of this technology, aside from the speed for which
measurements and imagery can be compiled, and added safety potential (recording is
non-invasive and involves little direct contact with buildings that may not be stable) is the
precision. The accuracy of the 3D data can help conservation teams respond quicker, and with
more depth. There are always changes between the design and construction process.39 The
building may settle over time, creating slight variances and imperfect lines. The scan can pull the
exact size of every stone laid, the width of the mortar, floorboards or rafters, and location of
nails. For a project like Notre-Dame, these advances in technology afford more options in
preservation. The architects can rebuild the cathedral by cutting and placing
dimensionally-accurate replicas of the beams or stones exactly where they were before the fire.
This potential brings up the debate of authenticity, for which an abundance of academic research
exists examining the ethical implications and benefits of replication. The main point is that,
through technology, there is the option to recreate the original design to a level of detail that
leaves imperceivable differences to the naked eye. This can bring back highly valued elements
Kenney, Nancy. ‘Laser scan may one day aid Notre Dame’s restorers,’2019.
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that may be necessary to convey significance or intent of the structure on a site but have been
lost or damaged to flood events.40
When disaster strikes, FEMA contacts the SHPO to help prioritize funding for recovery
of heritage resources. From there, priority is often given to buildings or districts that are
NR-listed or NR-eligible. At the state level, grants may be allocated to state-listed resources first,
then locally-listed sites. This leaves many buildings that potentially merit listing but are not
included or formally recognized at risk for insensitive renovations (via reducing funding for
appropriate repairs), neglect, abandonment, or demolition. Determining the degree of precision
needed, scope of work required, and potential uses for documentation will help in the selection
of the technology or best approach to recording the site.
One of the parameters set for documentation is through Section 106 Mitigation. When a
federally-funded project encroaches on a historic resource, it triggers Section 106 requiring
mitigation documentation. According to Richard O’Connor of the National Parks Service, as of
2012 Section 106 mitigation documentation is primarily Level III short format reports and large
format photos.41 These provisions aid in the preservation of buildings to be demolished or moved
as a result of disaster planning initiatives through documentation, but the standards are high and
the ability to accurately record in a condensed timeframe is not always feasible. Once identified,
the site is categorized within four levels of significance that inform project specifications (Fig.
2).42
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HABS/HAER/HALS also acts as a repository for mitigation documentation in
compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA. They have documentation on over 41,000 sites in the
US including over 300,000 large-format photographs, 65,000 measured drawings, 255,000 data
pages.43 This information has largely been digitized and the hard copy materials (as well as
backup digital copies) transferred to Fort Meade.44
Using HABS as an example, their traditional documentation requirements include
drawings, photographs, and a description. Depending on the significance of the site, the specific
requirements are adjusted. Historically, hand-measuring has been the most effective way to
record a building’s dimensions to create drawings. Field notes remain uncontested as vital to
recording materials and conditions. Laser scanning was developed in the 1960’s and used
primarily by governmental organizations to develop maps. It’s high-accuracy results have been
used by surveyors, engineers, and architects since the 1990’s. While it has become a $4.5 billion
industry, unfortunately, equipment cost is prohibitively high for mainstream purchase and
logistical issues, like trying to process a 100GB 3D point-cloud on a standard computer, remain.
45

Still, HABS, HAER, and HALS promote hand measuring and field notes as superior
forms of documentation for a few reasons. The first being, while scanning takes less time, not
everything can be captured by the scan. This means areas covered by immovable elements like
trees, branches, or shrubs, will not appear in the scan. These areas still need to be recorded by
hand and materials noted while in the field. The second reason is intrinsic to the evolution of
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technological changes: sustainably storing ‘born digital’(recordings produced in digital form, not
transferred from hand-drawings) data in a secure format. NPS requires all data captures via laser
scan to be transferred to hand drawings to reduce ‘Concerns about catastrophic loss of files and
the back-end costs involved in the frequent transfer or upgrading of electronic files to keep them
current and guard against corruption…’46 The third reason is financial. The cost to expand and
maintain storage, acquire proprietary software, and hold back up copies of all digital content is
exponential. With that said, cost is clearly the primary factor. NPS uses laser scanning,
AutoCAD, and digital photography within the organization but still requires transfer to print
document and only accepts digital content produced with open-source software. This last detail
can help to encourage documentation of threatened structures by communities and make the
funding of projects less reliant on the SHPO.47
By recording, even at the most basic level, a community has the potential to affirm their
history or identity as it relates to the built environment. Assuming these values are not oppressive
or against the core freedoms held by the nation, surveying of these sites or landscapes becomes
an important part of the community’s narrative but the identification of resources at the systemic
level poses challenges. The capability of heritage to represent the diverse multiple publics must
be driven from values-based community interaction. In determining the prioritization of
resources for documentation projects, as part of disaster preparedness efforts, the formation of a
list helps to inform scope and scale of the project, and how much funding is required. This
process necessitates involvement from residents to identify resources and funding from
government entities. Though site-specific documentation projects can be underwritten by private
46
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organizations, state and municipal planning policies should guide recording programs. The
specifics of what building(s) or districts are to be recorded, corresponding level of detail, and
overall objective can then be determined at the local level.
A notable differentiation between public and privately-owned resources should be
mentioned here: the initial assessment of a private site and its potential listing can be halted if the
owner’s consent is not obtained. For a site to be included on the National Register, the owner
must provide written consent. There are some loopholes to this that allow formal recognition
when the owner does not seek designation, specifically, the assessment can conclude with a
determination of eligibility. This allows the owner to receive government funding and all the
financial benefits of a National Register listing without being on the list. The listing of resources
can at times be a double-edged sword. Listing provides government-recognition and protection
through regulation, opens new sources of funding for maintenance or restoration, and is evidence
of its significance to a particular faction of people. It also has the potential to limit adaptations
and upgrades, like wet or dry flood-proofing, if it does not pass the review process. At the
municipal level, owner consent may not be required for the preservation of exterior built fabric
or inclusion of structures in a historic district. So, there are options to initiate basic recording of a
site or district prior to a disaster and without going through listing.
The information acquired can aid in maintenance or recovery efforts by providing
information about a building’s location, its condition, and background. Though the incorporation
of documentation into these plans is varied and inconsistent, advancements in technology allow
for affordable, efficient, and quick documentation of built heritage. At-risk sites can be more
quickly and efficiently documented through a greater comprehension of the uses and potential
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for this technology. The most impactful way to encourage familiarity and establish guidelines for
use of higher-accuracy laser scanning or photographic documentation is through education and
training.

Figure 1.
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2. HISTORY OF BUILT HERITAGE IN DISASTER
PREPAREDNESS PLANNING
In order to understand the current status of heritage in disaster preparedness planning, it
is necessary to look at the development of the concept and rationale for including heritage in past
disaster preparedness efforts. The evolving definition of heritage, how to identify it for the
purposes of disaster preparedness, and what preventive or response measures to take after a
disaster can offer clarity to its current placement (or lacktherof) in disaster preparedness
planning. The development coincides with the growth of the World Heritage list, national
listings, and technology, which influences the role of documentation in these efforts. By
reviewing this, we can better understand the impact of written declarations, amendments, and
exclusions on heritage resources within the scope of this research.
Heritage has been noted in various disaster preparedness planning efforts but is
inconsistently integrated at the state or local level. In examining the catalyst for heritage’s
integration (or discussion surrounding the need for integration) into disaster preparedness plans,
there are four primary categories that surface from literature: History of incorporating
prevention/mitigation and preparedness, or the Emergence of Built Heritage in Disaster
Preparedness Plans; Current methodology or strategy for disaster risk management of cultural
heritage in the United States; suggested level or type of documentation for disaster preparedness
plans and physical recovery efforts; and stakeholder involvement in formulating strategies to
conserve heritage sites and generate community awareness.
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2a. Global
Much of the existing literature details disaster management, or disaster recovery options.
Within these publications, courses, and suggested policies, is heavy emphasis on a strategic and
organized approach to documenting heritage. Though community-driven awareness projects are
generally regionally specific, understanding how preparedness and recovery factors in at a broad,
global scale, is an important precedent for some of the materials and inter-organizational
collaboration efforts that exist or are being introduced in the United States. In the forthcoming
pieces, unless otherwise noted, documentation pertains to visual elements including photographs,
damage assessment maps, in addition to written descriptions and inventory lists.
In 2013, ICCROM and UNESCO collaborated with the Research Center for Disaster
Mitigation of Urban Heritage, Risumeikan University (Rits-DMUCH) to produce a 90-page
training guide called ‘Disaster Risk Management of Cultural Heritage in Urban Areas.’
Regarding post-disaster documentation of sites, it notes that ‘often it is not possible to undertake
surveys and documentation immediately after a disaster because of lack of access, safety issues
and lack of resources.’(p127) This document built upon previous risk-preparedness manuals
starting as early as 1983, including the 'Management Guide for World Heritage Towns' which
was distributed at the first meeting of the Association of World Heritage Cities in 1991, and
Herb Stovel's 1998 publication ‘Risk Preparedness: A Management Manual for World Cultural
Heritage.'48
In 2015, UNESCO launched the Heritage Emergency Fund to encourage faster responses
to heritage that has been damaged or threatened by natural or man-made conflicts or disasters.49
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The intent was to create a pipeline of quick-flowing funds from the organization to support
on-the-ground efforts and allow for quicker, more effective recovery of approved heritage sites.
Once received, applications are reviewed within one week and, if approved by the
Director-General, Assistant Director-General for Culture or their representative, the Emergency
Fund will release a maximum of $100,000 to a site for recovery efforts. However, the Fund also
supports disaster preparedness initiatives. The eligibility requirements are slightly more
confined. According to the website, as of November, 2019, UNESCO member states were
eligible to receive support from the Heritage Emergency Fund. They note that there is ‘particular
emphasis on:
- Least Developed Countries as defined by the United Nations Economic and Social
Council’s Committee for Development Policy;
- Lower-middle-income Countries as defined by the World Bank;
- Level 3 emergencies as designated by the United Nations Emergency Relief
Coordinator (ERC) in consultation of the Principals of the Inter-Agency Standing
Committee (IASC);
- Countries where a mission coordinated by the United Nations Department of
Peace-Keeping Operations (UNDPKO) is based.’50
By 2017, the Fund had provided over 20 countries with aid. More significantly however,
they were able to dispatch ‘rapid assessment and advisory missions...all over the world, often
within hours of disasters occurring.’ Additionally, they created manuals and guidelines,
distributed around the world, that built upon the 2013 document to encourage emergency
preparedness activities including training strategies, surveys, and other safeguarding measures.
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What this background shows us is the development of institutional-led manuals and
guideline. While there are compliance requirements for the release of funding, or retaining status
on lists, a framework is in existence.

2b. United States
Given the unprecedented rise in natural disasters--particularly flooding as a result of
sea-level rise or increased rainfall--the federal government has been deploying a series of
recommendations, recovery and preparedness funding initiatives that cover built heritage
resources. One of the most pressing and known impending concerns for built heritage in the US
is flood-related natural disasters. The implications of sea-level rise, poorly managed
infrastructure, and increased rainfall that strains existing drainage systems, levees, and dams, are
rising annually.
Using projections provided by the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) in 2007, Maria Caffrey and Rebecca Beavers provide comparisons between
management and response of NPS and World Heritage Sites that have been impacted by climate
change.51 They also review the National Park Service, UNESCO and other authors including T.
Patterson, a geology professor and co-founder of the Carleton Climate and Environmental
Research Group (CCERG), and R.W. Carter, professor and former conservation management
consultant with, among others, a focus on adaptive capacity and adaptive management, regarding
cultural resources within the realm of climate change. Ultimately, the authors find that there is a
lack of proper management of national parks in response to rising climate-change related threats.

Caffrey, Maria and Beavers, Rebecca, “Planning for the Impact of sea-level rise on U.S. National Parks” 2013.
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They note that ‘overall, the discussion of what can be done to protect fixed sites that cannot
naturally adapt to a changing climate, such as cultural heritage sites, has been largely overlooked
by those in anthropology, archeology, geography, and other academic fields…’52
Douglas Appler and Andrew Rumbach (assistant professor of planning and design at CU
Denver's College of Architecture and Planning) take this apparent omission of heritage sites from
the broader discussion further. In their 2016 article 'Building Community Resilience Through
Historic Preservation,’ they outline a clear segregation between heritage planning and disaster
planning. Built cultural heritage does not factor strongly in disaster preparedness or mitigation
plans at the state level. While their research succinctly highlights the void of available resources
to protect heritage during a crisis or disaster, it also notes a few states that have successfully
integrated protective measures for built heritage into their planning such as North Dakota and
Florida (who has an alarming number of national register sites located within a floodplain).
Additionally, Rumbach’s own state of Colorado has since updated their Cultural Heritage
Resource Task Force to include historians, preservationists, architects, and planners to assist
during natural disasters and strategize preparedness or preventive measures. Rumbach and
Appler propose 'integrating preservation planning and disaster planning [to] increase the
protection offered to historic resources, which can play a significant role in post-disaster
resilience.'53 They are one of the few (if not only) researchers to have conducted such a complete
survey of the role of heritage in disaster or mitigation planning in the United States at the state
level.
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This separation between heritage and disaster planning exists at the federal level as well.
After Hurricane Katrina hit in August 2005, killing over 1,800 people and damaging over
800,000 homes, FEMA released the Interim National Preparedness Goal. This goal continues to
be refined but as of March 2020, did not include a direct reference to heritage or documentation.
The National Park Service’s website lists resources and tips for the State Historic
Preservation Office’s (SHPO) to consider when updating their plans (which appear to have last
been updated in 2014). The page also notes that ‘the SHPO ensures that the statewide
preservation plan is informed by other federal, state, and local planning efforts, such as
transportation master plans, emergency management plans, recreation plans, tourism and
economic development plans, and local land use plans (to name a only a few).’54 However, there
is no direct link to the State Mitigation Planning Guide, which lives on FEMA’s website and
covers strategies for preparing and recovering from disasters--including flood-related damage.55
The guide was last updated in 2015. Chris Beegan and Susan Dolan’s piece "Integrating
Components of Resilient Systems into Cultural Landscape Management Practices" argues that
the guidelines presented by NPS do not adequately take into account the impact of
climate-change related disasters and should be revised in order to strengthen opportunity for
cultural heritage resiliency. Through their discussion, they explore cultural and ecological
systems and the underlying importance of mitigating risk to cultural landscapes.56
The lack of representation of heritage resources indicates that the role of heritage is not
recognized as an integral part of the resilience process. This is problematic as the rise in
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flood-related disasters, means a rise in damage to property, which includes heritage resources.
The exclusion minimizes the economic dependency on heritage resources for tourism, on the
emotional and social connection a place can have to residents, and to the basic function of built
structures. Though this apparent disconnect between heritage and disaster preparedness planning
exists, FEMA’s document covers two important sections that could easily be integrated into state
plans: existing documentation of heritage resources and methods to document heritage resources
after a disaster.

Figure 3. This map is representaƟve of part of Douglas Appler and Andrew Rumbach’s findings, with minor adjustments.
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3. DOCUMENTATION: DISASTER RECOVERY,
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Documentation in disaster recovery of heritage resources is intrinsically tied to the
community’s engagement with the SHPO, and identification of resources. Resources considered
to have historic or cultural value are reviewed for recovery funding by prioritizing damage,
listing on state or national registers. FEMA continually updates a series of recommendations and
planning guidelines (and offers funding to eligible areas) to encourage community resilience
following a disaster but it is often ultimately the responsibility of the SHPO, local preservation
organizations, or private entities to implement new policy or preventive measures for heritage
resources. This documentation serves as a repository of crucial information that, when the
original material is lost, can be used as an accurate reference for reconstruction, a new
interpretation of built heritage, or permanent record of the site.

3a. Level of Documentation Required for Recovery Efforts in Disaster Planning
The level of documentation conducted is contingent upon the intent or goal of the project.
When addressed at the planning level, documentation of heritage resources as part of a disaster
preparedness initiative can be wholly integrated into the objectives of the municipality at that
point in time. For example, a project looking to develop a complete file for a building will have
everything from archival records, citations, drawings, photographs, all the way up to a thorough
documentation of its current condition. In this way, documentation can serve many purposes.
Documentation can provide the information required to physically preserve a structure by noting
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material, condition, location, dimensions, and other significant data. It can also aid in preserving
the memory of a structure, particularly when the physical fabric is eliminated. For places that
hold cultural or historical significance, documentation can be used to educate future generations
about the history, memory, and importance of the site.
The leading preservation organizations and preservation professionals have developed
baseline standards for the process of conducting documentation, to be used as the minimum
guidelines for broadscale application to heritage management. Stovel’s 1998 publication notes
that documentation should include ‘all pertinent published literature relating to the site...The
inventory should include all buildings and, where appropriate, their contents as well as the
townscape and landscape resources within the site.”57 In section 4.2.3, the document describes in
more detail the type of inventory and documentation. Specifically, they suggest inventorying
ahead of time, in keeping with existing procedures, and keeping inventories in safe and separate
places--at least one in fireproof storage--and categorizing moveable materials as irreplaceable,
replaceable, or reproducible. Photographs, satellite photography, aerial photography, aerial and
terrestrial photogrammetry, video, stereo-photogrammetry, with image processing, are
emphasized as particularly valuable recording methods. Digitizing information is encouraged as
a preferred method of storing (and thus easily sharing). The document goes on to reference the
1996 ICOMOS Recording and Documentation Principles and using (GIS) techniques as a
method of managing information but emphasizes that funding for equipment is secondary to
conservation initiatives towards built heritage. It concludes with a note recommending the levels
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of recording “could include an initial photographic recording, a preliminary, and a detailed
record, which could be partial (for operational needs) or complete (for future reference).”58
Advancements in technology and their application to document and protect heritage sites
has changed dramatically in the 21st century. The Getty Institute’s publication ‘Recording,
Documentation, and Information Management for the Conservation of Heritage Places’ by Robin
Letellier, with contributions from Werner Schmid and Francois LeBlanc, details not only the
rationale for why recording heritage is necessary, but in what way.59 The technology has since
been replaced and upgraded but the 12 guiding principles presented in the document remain
consistent. For purposes of this thesis, number 11 regarding the scope, level, and methods is of
particular interest: ‘The selection of the appropriate scope, level, and methods of recording
requires that the methods of recording and type of documentation produced are appropriate to the
nature and importance of the heritage place, the project’s needs, the purpose of the record, the
cultural context, and the resources available. The rationale for the intended scope and for the
selection of the recording method must be clearly stated, and the materials used for compiling
final records must be stable.’60 For museums, documentation of their collections is often
intertwined with insurance requirements. Inventorying is necessary, assessments, photographs,
dimensions and specifications, and locations. These lists are regularly updated as new items are
acquired or the condition of objects is altered. At the Metropolitan Museum of Art, this is
conducted annually by the curatorial, registrar, and conservation departments. The Museum
requires all objects be recorded and note whether the object is on loan or accessioned,
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non-accessioned, deaccessioned. It explicitly states the Conservation Department ‘shall maintain
exact documentation on all examination and treatment work.’ All of this is recorded on paper and
updated in the Museum’s collection management database, a digital construct which is not
accessibly by the public.61
This process is echoed in UNESCO’s 2010 publication ‘Managing Disaster Risks for
Cultural Heritage’ which states that, when creating an evacuation plan, the incorporation of
“precise site documentation and mapping...a comprehensive inventory of movable and
immovable heritage components is vital in order to identify the most valuable components (and
their location) that are to be salvaged during an emergency. This inventory should be updated
regularly, say every two years.”62
FEMA, via their Heritage Emergency Task Force, has illustrated the kinds of technical
assistance, resources, and issues that preservation specialists need when they are on the ground
following a disaster.63 Though written in 2012, this document, along with the State Mitigation
Plan Review Guide’s relevancy regarding flood maps and flood mitigation tactics for ‘cultural
resources’ remains a primary reference for many SHPO’s (including the State Heritage
Emergency Partnership-SHEP), the Alliance for Response, and MayDay. FEMA creates its own
flood maps in part to help states identify areas that are at the greatest risk. However, the data is
not systematically updated and restricted funding for the project means that in some cases, maps
are being updated more than 7-10 years after they were first initiated. In an era of rapidly
changing coastlines and floodplains, the importance of keeping such data updated is pertinent.
Rebecca Beavers and Maria Caffrey’s 2013 work ‘Planning for the Impact of sea-level rise on
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U.S. national parks’ analyses existing data as it relates to national parks. It discusses the way in
which NPS monitors the data released by NOAA and applies to prioritize planning for cultural
resources recovery and reconstruction.64 These strategies are again revisited in Lauren Redding’s
research on the physical mitigation tactics for protecting communities ‘To Protect a City from
Rising Seas: Build Barriers or Move.’65

3b. Community Involvement, Resiliency, and Incentivizing Documentation Projects
In evaluating how documenting heritage can help communities, assessing stakeholders,
and observing the non-governmental or collaborative awareness-raising campaigns and
materials, there exist several articles on the role of built heritage in community resiliency. For
communities with historic districts that remain vulnerable to sea level rise or flooding, the sense
of urgency to protect cultural resources is not always uniformly acknowledged at the state or
federal levels. The value a heritage site holds is dependent upon the community, its history, and
connection to the physical fabric or the place. Documenting these sites validates community
identity, sense of place, or memory, and aids with community resilience in the face of disaster.
Community resilience is a multi-layered concept with more than one definition.
Regarding disasters, two elements of the concept are directly connected to heritage: community
networks and relationships and preparedness.66 Community networks and relationships are
strengthened by a shared connection to heritage through the built fabric as well as the memories
a place conjures. When that fabric is gone, the physical material is eliminated but the shared
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values of a place remains in memory. Sufficient documentation can strengthen that connection
through the possibility of visual representation, reconstruction, or digital reconstruction. Heritage
sites are community resources, they can represent present or past community values and be an
important contribution to the local economy. Involving community members in preparedness
efforts, like the identification and documentation of locally-valued heritage resources is an
important step to increasing community resilience in the face of a disaster.
Individuals and organizations around the world are working with communities to take
the lead on preserving sites where public funding may fall short. In ‘Taking the middle path to
the coast - How community collaboration can help save threatened sites,’ Tom Dawson broadly
discusses protecting heritage sites in Scotland and community involvement, detailing three ways
a community can work at a threatened heritage site: excavation, relocation, and digital recording.
Dawson is adamant that digitally recording is not a viable substitute for a heritage site’s
preservation or replacement, which this thesis does not dispute. But for some, computer
visualizations may be all that is left after a flood event renders buildings beyond repair.
Incentivizing a community to take action to preserve, protect, or adapt resources prior to a flood
event (or other disaster) is imperative to improving community resilience.
A growing number of communities are embracing high-accuracy documentation methods
to record and to activate community involvement. One of the immediate advantages of involving
people with their local heritage sites is renewed attention on the site. Regarding the importance
of immersing community members with their heritage, Garcia-Fernandez states ‘the history,
material, and building technology is relayed to the next generation of preservationists. The study
of Cultural Heritage is ‘a living experience’ and without a living community and context ‘it can
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be (and often is) killed stone dead.’ Engaging community in the learning process supports also
our principle of experiential education, that is a hands-on, active, and in-context education.’67
The relatively quick recording and engaging output in the form of 3D models or fly-through
simulations is also an attractive element of the project.
For example, LIDAR data elevations can be paired with topographical maps/surveys,
and predicted flood levels, to develop sea level rise inundation maps and simulations, identifying
areas at the greatest risk and stimulate community awareness. While some of these simulations
adopt the highest predictions and present ‘worst case scenario’ visualizations that can shut down
community momentum by instilling a paralyzing fear rather than proactive responses, others, like
the Strawbery Banke Museum in Portsmouth, NH, use maps with moderate predictions to
prioritize conservation and adaptation efforts. Strawberry Banke is a 10-acre site including 31
historic structures from the 17th-19th centuries. A visualization was prepared by combining
LiDAR data acquired from the site with information from the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment
Programme’s 2011 Snow, Water, Ice and Permafrost in the Arctic (SWIPA) report, and NOAA
data. The visualization has been used to both predict the site’s vulnerability, draw awareness to
its situation and similar structures to stimulate investigation of how to better protect resources
against impending damage.68
Organizations seeking to spur community action have looked to increase awareness of the
risks involved and educate community members on ways in which they can protect their
heritage. CyArk, a non-profit organization based in California whose mission is to ‘digitally
record, archive and share the world's most significant cultural heritage’ is actively transforming
Garcia-Fernandez, J. and Medeiros, L. 'Integrating Digital Documentation and Community Engagement:
Unveiling the Hidden Hamina' International Summer School.’ 2019.
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their methodology to focus on training community members to document their own heritage.
Established in 2003, they were one of the early leading non-profit organizations pursuing this
kind of digital documentation. They have established their internal documentation standards to
meet international standards to allow for easier transferability and readability of the information
acquired. Their meticulousness earned praise from the US Institute of Building Documentation
Standards (USBID), an organization they later joined forces with to develop more concrete open
standards.
But setting standards for the industry can mean that transferring skillsets to
non-professionals is difficult. Training still requires a professional to be present, an ‘authority’
on the technology who is only effective if they can remain long enough to develop a rapport with
the local residents, technicians, or other members of the community involved in the
documentation project. The selection of the site but the external organization is likely
donor-driven, and may not be reflective of the community’s cultural heritage values.
Transferring skillsets can allow for local communities to prioritize their own list of sites, but
availability of technology calls into question the scope of future community-led projects. After
beginning a project on Rapa Nui, the Indigenous Polynesian Community Ma'u Henua purchased
the same equipment CyArk used to scan the site (laser scanner, drone, high-resolution cameras)
and began their own sub-projects. CyArk worked with the community to document ‘four sites,
[they] also provided a more intensive workshop...to share the methods CyArk uses to process the
data to generate the architectural drawings and other interactive 3D content.’69
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CyArk is refining their community-training programs and the technology required to
produce impactful results, using training as a way to empower communities to safeguard their
heritage against disaster. While they are still tethered to donor-driven projects, their
encouragement of community-led or community-collaborative documentation projects and
championing open-source documentation of heritage sites is echoed in other organizations like
Iconem and Factum Foundation.
Factum Foundation’s mission is ‘to demonstrate the importance of documenting,
monitoring, studying, recreating and disseminating the world’s cultural heritage through the
rigorous development of high-resolution recording and rematerialisation techniques.’70 One of
the ways they accomplish this is through training and apprenticeship programs. Their Theban
Necropolis Preservation Initiative has been training a local team in high-resolution recording
since 2016. Over the course of six months, two trainees learn close-range photogrammetry,
panoramic colour recording, and the Lucida scanner. Another example is when 15 locals
received photogrammetry training over the course of two months in Al-Ula, Suadia Arabia.71
Once trainees have completed the program, they are able to operate and fix equipment, lead their
own recording projects, and train others.72
Iconem, a startup based in France also facilitates the digitization of endangered cultural
heritage sites. When asked in a 2019 interview about the mission of Iconem, the founder, Yves
Ubelmann, said ‘the idea behind Iconem was to use new technology like drones and artificial
intelligence, as well as more standard digital photography, in order to create a digital copy or
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model of the site along with partner researchers in these different countries.’73 Like CyArk, they
work closely with international organizations, governments, and museums to produce 3D models
of heritage sites. The models are shared with project sponsors, as was the case when they
documented heritage sites in Syria. They also have a training program in place, working with
local archaeologists and architects. In 2015 they trained local preservationists in Syria to
document sites, this documentation proved essential when identifying damage following attacks
to the site. The documentation collected was combined with photogrammetry conducted by
Iconem. When collaborating with DOA, the Mission archéologique française en Libye, in 2018
to record the Leptis Magna in Libya, they trained local archaeologists in photogrammetry.
All of these organizations are using digital technology to rapidly record heritage sites at
risk but their process and methodology is transferable. The impact of known impending flood
events, storm surge, or other water-related damage to heritage sites increases the urgent need to
initiate documentation projects. How the sites are selected and what technology is ultimately
used is dependent on the project goals, but training at the local level fuels the potential for more
community-led documentation projects. The type of documentation method used will likely
determine whether a professional needs to oversee the specifics of the project. While heritage
may not be heavily integrated into mitigation planning, documentation methods can offer an
alternative and accessible (depending on the availability of technology) way to prepare for a
flood-related disaster.
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4. CASE STUDIES
In the face of disaster, documentation can serve as the link between a community, its
sense of place, and the lost material. To more clearly illustrate the role of documentation in
disaster preparedness and recovery efforts, as well as the methods or specific tools employed,
two case studies were selected: Ellicott City, Maryland and Nantucket, MA. Case studies were
narrowed using the following criteria:
1) the States’ Historic Preservation Plan specifies the need to connect preservation and
disaster or emergency planning OR the States’ Mitigation Plan explicitly discusses
protection of historic resources
2) the area has either been impacted by or is planning for a significant water-related and
FEMA-classified ‘disaster’, resulting in FEMA aid of over $1 million within the past 10
years
3) the documentation of historic resources has been initiated by one or more entities in
response to a water-related threat (not man-made destruction and not restrictive to
sea-level rise)
4) the total population is under 100,000
5) local zoning, planning, or preparedness initiatives address demolition or projected loss
of heritage
6) documentation is accessible to the public
Again, the rationale for selecting water-related disaster versus fire, earthquake, or
tornado, is primarily because flooding is one of the most destructive and deadly natural
disasters. Governmental organizations may dispute the semantics but this is something we know
is happening at an accelerated rate as a result of climate change; there is a connection between
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rising global temperatures and flood events.74 Infrastructural and economic recovery efforts for
these disasters can take years and the financial cycle of recovery for places that are hit more than
once is unsustainable long-term. Water damage to the built environment caused by hurricanes
and storm surge presently accounts for the majority of FEMA’s disaster funding.75 The way a
local or state government responds and prepares for this kind of disaster drives the trajectory of
recovery for loss in structures, business revenue and stability of the local economy, as well as the
social impacts.
Through these limited case studies, an attempt is made to prepare an evaluation of the
type of documentation conducted, its intent and impact on local community awareness and
preparedness efforts, for known wide scale flooding events that will substantially impact built
heritage. The two cases are very different locations, circumstances, and funding but share the
above mentioned metrics and show how different forms of documentation were incorporated as
contributors to broader community resilience goals. Through interviews, research, and site visits,
information was gathered surrounding each of these case studies.
4a. Ellicott City, MD
Ellicott City is a small city with 65,834 (2010 census) residents in Howard county,
Maryland. Established in 1772, the town has four national register listings including a historic
downtown district and the oldest railroad station in the United States, as well as eight properties
eligible for listing on the national register. The town has 17 listings on the state register called
the Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties (Fig. 6). In addition to regulations and design
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Figure 5. This chart shows the results of EllicoƩ City, MD, and Nantucket, MA against case selecƟon criteria.

Figure 6. Above, LeŌ: Map showing locaƟon of EllicoƩ City within Maryland, southwest of BalƟmore City. Right: EllicoƩ City
in 1878, GM Hopkins, 1878; Main Street EllicoƩ City in January 2020 (boƩom)

Figure 8. Sketch by T.R. Davis. ‘The Great Flood in Maryland - Scene at the Patapsco Mills at the Height of the
Flood,’ Harper’s Weekly. Volume 12, August 8, 1868. P.60 (top); Main St during flood of 1972(2nd top); Main St.
flooding in 1998 (3rd); Main St. flooding from 2018 (boƩom). Images 2, 3 courtesy of Howard County Historical
Society. BoƩom image source: PreservaƟon Maryland/ Shannon Baranoski
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guidelines formed in 1998, the city has several strongly expressed connections with its heritage
and the built fabric including walking tours, plaques like the one on the Patapsco Hotel, which is
currently boarded up after the 2018 flood.76
Howard County owns and manages 6 of these properties, leasing some to Ellicott City for
education programming. One of these is the Thomas Isaac Log Cabin. The cabin was restored in
the mid-20th century and relocated to the top of Main Street, away from the Patapsco River. It is
the oldest structure in the town. It was scheduled to be moved in early May 2020 to a new
location approximately 1 foot above the 100 year flood estimate. This was the second time the
cabin was moved due to flooding. The county secured a grant to move the building to a parking
lot, where it sat for almost two years (which costs roughly $35,000). During that time, the
building was off-limits (Fig.11).
Ellicott City was a mill-town, so it’s location at the confluence of the Tiber River, which
is relatively shallow, and the Patapsco River which is larger with a stronger curent, was strategic.
The city’s historic downtown extends from the top of a hill and effectively funnels down towards
the Patapsco River. Many buildings are constructed on top of the Tiber, which can be seen over
small bridges and between narrow alleyways.
The city experienced flooding throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries with relative
frequency. The more severe flood events were a result of the Patapsco flooding over its banks
and into the base of the downtown approximately every 50-75 years the most severe occuring in:
1817; 1868; 1933; 1952; 1972; 2016; 2018 (Fig. 7). Flood markers throughout the town showing
how high the water rose from 1868 (over 21 feet) through the 20th century are a visual reminder
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Figure 7. Map showing watershed outline and water flow towards the Patapsco River. Red outline indicates locaƟon of EllicoƩ City’s historic downtown of EllicoƩ City. Source: Howardcounty.gov
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of the city’s environment.77 The town adapted twice during the 19th century, moving across the
river and then developing up the hill, with the historic center densifying as the mill prospered
and population grew. Flooding was an expected part of living so close to the river and the
buildings were constructed along the bends. Many date to the 18th and 19th centuries and have
survived multiple flood events.
In 2011, the city experienced flooding related to Tropical Storm Lee. A retaining wall at
the base of Main Street, near the Patapsco River, collapsed causing water to flood some of the
businesses nearby and bury six cars in rubble. No one was hurt and an article from
MDHistoricDistrict.com even quotes ‘In a few weeks, the flood will be history and Ellicott City
will be back to normal!’78 Still, there was an immediate need for funding to help the community
recover but, while individuals could submit requests for Individual Assistance, Public Assistance
was not immediately released. Under the Stafford Act, FEMA cannot deny funding based on
population size alone.79 Instead, in order for an area to be formally declared a ‘disaster’ zone and
be eligible for both Public Assistance and Individual Assistance, the impact report must indicate
that the area has met the per capita threshold. Ellicott City had been folded into a disaster
declaration request for Howard County which reported an estimated $1.73 million in damages.
These were primarily infrastructure issues including the collapse of the retaining wall in Ellicott
City, but included items like pay adjustment for emergency personnel, and absorbing the fees for
landfill costs.80 2011, the threshold was $1.3 million so the county would have been eligible to
receive funding. The documentation submitted included photographs showing the damage, maps,
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descriptions, and cost estimates of damage but after the Maryland Environmental Management
Agency (MEMA) was given a tour of the damage, they deemed items ineligible. Speculation on
the event points to the possibility that the retaining wall was one of the ineligible items as it had
been damaged by an earthquake earlier that same year. Whatever the reason, the decisions made
brought the final tally below the $1.3 million threshold and Howard County was not included in
the State’s request for Public Assistance.81 Ultimately, this was rectified and they did receive
funding but not until months later.
One of the projects launched after the 2011 flood was overseen by the county. Officials
hired the engineering firm McCormick Taylor to conduct a Flood Impact Study. The goal of the
study was to identify ways to mitigate the impacts of future flooding and thus create a more
resilient community.82 McCormick Taylor created a hydraulic model showing the trajectory of
the water, using 1D (HEC-RAS) and 2D (TUFLOW) models to visualize how proposed
infrastructure adaptations could benefit the city. The study was accepted and presented to
community members but county public works officials were hesitant to implement many of the
suggestions. Action was taken to rebuild the retaining wall, whose design was widely praised and
received the Best Urban Best Management Practice in the Bay Award (presented by the
Chesapeake Stormwater Network, based in Ellicott City) (Fig.10, 12) .83 McCormick Taylor
worked with local and county officials, including the county’s Office of Community
Sustainability to design a new retaining wall that would help with runoff and meet community
building standards (they have their own design guidelines to maintain listing on the National
Register of Historic Places). The project totalled $3.4 million, of which $1.5 million was paid for
81
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Figure 10. Retaining wall aŌer the flood in 2011
(BalƟmore Sun)

Figure 11. New design with stairwell 2017
(Andy McLean, P.E. -Water Resources Engineer).

Figure 12. The Thomas Isaac Cabin elevated in Parking Lot F. January 2020.
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by Howard County stormwater fees, a tax imposed on residents colloquially known as the ‘rain
tax.’
On July 31, 2016, the town experienced a new type of flood that they were not prepared
for. A devastating flash flood occurred after 6.5 inches of rain were received within 130 minutes,
4.5 inches falling within the first hour. The water was funneled down Main Street towards the
Patapsco, which ultimately rose 14 feet in less than two hours.84 Two people were killed and over
200 businesses were impacted resulting in a loss of approximately $1.3 million in county
government revenue. 25 buildings were severely damaged, 6 of which were irreparable, along
with many storefronts, restaurants, the sidewalks, and roadway. The city estimated a loss of 151
jobs and $67.2 million in economic activity. In September the area was formally declared a
disaster and Howard county received PA and HM funds and SBA loans were opened to local
businesses in Ellicott City.85
It was called a ‘thousand year’ flood, not something that had occurred in the towns
recorded history and was not perceived to be a threat for the future.86 McCormick Taylor were
brought back in to expand upon the models they had created in 2014, and to provide additional
strategies at different price points. Preservation Maryland, a statewide nonprofit organization
dedicated to preserving Maryland's heritage who had helped facilitate an immediate release of
funds to the community following the flood, opened a Preservation Resource Center in Ellicott
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City. They also brought in the structural engineering firm Keast & Hood to stabilize two of the
oldest frame buildings on Main street that had suffered severe damage from the flood.87
Just over a year later, on May 27, 2018, Ellicott City experienced another flash flood.
This time over 9.71 inches fell within three hours and the Patapsco River rose 17 feet.88 The
water, having no where else to go, cascaded once again down Main Street killing one person,
sweeping away cars and causing further damage to the recovering historic district buildings.89
The thousand year flood had now occurred twice within two years prompting city planners to
examine more aggressive protective measures, including demolition and relocation. The county
purchased many of the buildings and historic sites, including the historic B&O Railroad at the
base of the downtown and Patapsco River and the USACE were brought in to conduct a
vulnerability assessment (Fig. 8).90 They evaluated the damage from the floods and, using 16
buildings as examples, suggested flood-proofing adaptation measures including wet and dry
flood-proofing, prepared a Flood Action Plan, and an Economic Analysis.91 They also provided
estimated costs for fortification measures which were anywhere from $30-150k. FEMA funding
was released 3 months and then 7 months after the second flood. Some business owners had to
close shop after being hit twice in two years. The funding process was long, difficult, and many
small business owners found it necessary to rely on support from local lenders and donations to
support business while waiting for FEMA money. The biggest setback was building repairs. One
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Figure 9. Buildings purchased by the county aŌer the flood and those slated for alteraƟon or demoliƟon. Prepared by You
Wu, K.Maloney, 3/20 using ArcMap.
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of the stipulations regarding funding meant that owners could not begin work until FEMA had
approved their grant application. This was damaging to the local economy and community
cohesiveness.
The initial response was to demolish 12-15 buildings in the floodpath, including the two
frame buildings at 8111 and 8113 Main Street. These buildings were within the National
Register historic district but had been substantially damaged in 2016, restored (some were still
undergoing construction), and damaged again when the second flood happened in 2018. There
was an immediate outcry from the community regarding the number of structures being proposed
for demolition and the impact on the community’s sense of place. There was also concern that so
many demolitions would jeopardize the Ellicott City Historic District’s National Register listing.
92

As a unit the buildings brought a cohesive design, scale, and historical relevance to the

downtown (Fig. 9).
Concern was expressed by other preservation organizations in similarly sized cities,
dependent upon their material environment for a large portion of their economy to function at a
healthy capacity. Preservation Maryland proposed a series of alternatives to demolition. The first
among them was to implement the suggestions that came out of the 2016 McCormick Taylor
Hydrology/Hydraulic Study, which essentially meant the construction of multiple stormwater
storage facilities and new conveyance infrastructure throughout the city (not just the downtown
area). It remains unclear why no action was taken after the study, but demolition was neither
proposed as a solution nor mentioned anywhere in the report. It was not suggested by the
USACE either, who completed a study in January 2018. They also suggested the county

Basch, Michelle. 'Group upset with plan to demolish 20 historic buildings in Ellicott City,' Wtop News. Aug 25,
2018.
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purchase flood-prone buildings, wetproof stabilize them, and open the second floor to office and
residential use. This would maintain some of the vitality of the downtown while minimizing risk
and damage by keeping the first floor open, allowing water to pass through the building.
including the 'acquisition of flood-prone historic buildings for establishment of Ellicott City
State Historic Site Park' which would have required substantial funding from private and public
sources.93
Documentation
Documentation efforts factor in substantially to this case study. After 2016, there was a
tremendous response to document the damage, downtown, vulnerable areas, and history of the
city. The intent of this was to prepare a stronger mitigation strategy for the area. The community
was involved in many aspects of the recovery, but the focus was to recover local businesses.
More specifically, Preservation Maryland established a resource office in Ellicott City’s
welcome center to encourage preservation efforts, education, and visitor engagement. The office
provides ‘direct technical preservation assistance to historic property owners.’ Working with the
local preservation organization, Historic Ellicott City, Inc., they also researched and consolidated
historic photographs, maps, created exhibits, and walking tours. These efforts offered
educational value to local residents and interests of visitors to the town.
The largest-scale project after the USACE’s assessment was completed by Elevated
Element, who used drone-based recording to conduct aerial photogrammetry of the damage, and
Digital Dimensions, a for-profit laser scanning company in Howard County. Digital Dimensions
reached out to Preservation Maryland to offer to conduct a scan of the damage (within 10 days of
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flood) free of charge to help residents and the local government with recovery efforts. Digital
Dimensions ultimately made approximately 100 scans of the historic downtown area and created
a visualization. They gave the files to Preservation Maryland, Ellicott City, and the state of
Maryland, and posted content to public sites like youtube but the results were seemingly never
publicly discussed by either Ellicott City or the state of Maryland. Preservation Maryland
published an ‘After Action’ report and includes a notation on the scan: “Preservation Maryland
assisted with emergency survey and research documentation. This included scanning the entire
district with lasers to create accurate 3D models and flying the entire district with unmanned
aerial vehicles—also known as drones — to capture the extent of the damage and provide an
accurate record of the flood for future planning efforts as well as for historians.” 94
In 2019, as part of the Ellicott City Watershed Masterplan, the county began purchasing (through
the buyout program) nine buildings that would become slated for demolition. T
 hese are all still
empty today, some are boarded up and some are undergoing renovations.
The proposal had first suggested demolishing 12 buildings, which prompted Preservation
Maryland and the Howard County Historical Society to begin compiling files on the buildings
identified for demolition. The Society collected newspaper clippings, plans, and early
photographs for each of the files. It also resulted in a severe backlash from the community who
were vehemently opposed to demolition, though divided on whether businesses should resume
occupying the site. The opposition was, as previously mentioned, tied to concerns about the NR
listing and overwhelmingly for the return of the businesses that had been present. The historic
downtown area is all small business, generally locally-owned souvenir, tea shops, restaurants,
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Figure 13. Images from USACE Nonstructural Flood Proofing Study 2018. LeŌ shows 1% annual chance flood hazard
(blue), .2% annual chance flood hazard (orange) and building footprints (red). Note that the buildings at the base of Main
Street are within the 1% annual chance flood hazard zone. Right shows buildings that were selected for the USACE Study.
None of the buildings were recommended for demoliƟon.

Figure 14. LeŌ: Map of MassachuseƩs showing Nantucket Island in red. Right (top) Postcard image of the Easy Street boat
basin full of fishing fleet boats gathered for protecƟon escaping the storm on 1917. NHA archives. Sourced via nantucketpreservaƟon.org. Right (boƩom) downtown wharf area (source: tripadvisor.com).
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clothing, furniture, and toy stores. Tourists and locals alike frequent the area regularly. The city
has since reduced the number of demolitions to five, though whether or not the remaining four
will be accessible to the public again is unclear.

4b. Nantucket, MA (PIN)
The second case study selected is Nantucket, MA. Like Ellicott City, Nantucket is on the
National Register and was added early in 1966. It’s founding however, goes much further back
that Ellicott City and its economy, topography, and climate concerns likewise differ. Rather than
flash flooding or river flooding, they experience storm surge and tidal flooding. But like Ellicott
City, this has been a part of life and since the development of the area.
Nantucket has over 800 historic structures and is one of the largest National Historic
Landmark Districts (Fig. 13). The economy is heavily reliant on tourism and receives over half a
million visitors annual. Nantucket has no systematic preservation plan in place, they review
proposals through individual applications. It does have a robust group of organizations active in
promoting and preserving the history, architecture, and heritage including the Nantucket
Preservation Trust, Nantucket Community Preservation Committee, Osceola Foundation, and
ReMain Nantucket. In 1972, the Preservation Institute: Nantucket (PIN) established a field
school for historic preservation. The six-week course draws participants from across the country
for hands-on learning and research with heritage professionals. The program’s mission is to
introduce research, documentation, and management theories and methodologies to participants.
PIN continues to survey the Historic Nantucket Town.95
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PIN is one of the initiatives out of the University of Florida’s Historic Preservation
Program, part of the College of Design, Construction, and Planning in Gainesville, FL. The
department has been and is currently involved in multiple projects centered around climate
change, planning, and documentation. Not all of their work has been well-received, not for lack
of accuracy but out of wariness that the ‘worst case scenario’ data will be rejected by the
community and halt efforts to garner support for projects or plans addressing climate changed.
For example, UFL worked with Annapolis’ former Chief of Historic Preservation, Lisa Craig, to
produce simulations for their community-based planning initiative ‘Weather it Together.’ At the
time, the department sought to appeal to politicians to push the agenda forward and recruited
UFL to create a simulation video. The response to the ‘worst-case scenario’ was initially
negative, though the calculations were correct, the impact was too aggressive. While the video
was not used in the final presentation, having a visual representation of where and how the water
might enter the historic downtown helped to spur conversation regarding engineering challenges
like sewage pipes with decision-makers. This has been critical to Annapolis’ master planning
efforts.
They’ve worked on additional projects around the country. In Cedar Key, Florida, they
launched a project ‘Resilient Cedar Key’. The emotional reaction to seeing your city or town
flooded can have an immediate impact. It prompts discussing the reasoning for adaptation of
infrastructure and fortifying homes if sea level rise will ultimately destroy much of the area. Like
Nantucket and Ellicott City, the town has been living with regular flooding and the repairs that
go with it. Relocation or managed retreat isn’t on the table yet. In 2019, the police chief cited the
resiliency of the area saying “We are going to adapt to whatever is thrown our way. It’s no
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different than anywhere else: We like to complain, but in the end, you adapt to it.”96 The
perception UFL takes is that the data is not meant to be celebrated. It is meant to, as it did for
Cedar Key, create realistic conversations to help reduce the vagueness of climate-change related
flooding and help communities decide what to do: stay and adapt in place or begin to think about
long-term potentially more sustainable solutions.
One of their more recent projects, launched in 2017, is called Resilient Nantucket, The
project involved documenting heritage resources through the creation of an inventory and via 3D
laser scanning, as well as visualizing the projected risks associated with sea level rise (Fig. 15,
16). This included identifying vulnerable properties within the documented area and assessing
the possible level of damage using low, medium, and high scenarios. Again, part of the intent
was to generate dialogue and a realistic understanding of the implications of climate change
through documentation of the site, ultimately creating a more resilient community that is better
prepared for flooding.97
Project Title: R
 esilient Nantucket
Duration: 2017-2019
Goals: Conduct cultural resource survey, create readable sea level rise visualizations
indicating damage from storm surge with the intent to involve community members in
proactive planning with the understanding that, at some point, they will need to ‘move
on’ (rather than continually adapting in place)
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Figure 15. Nantucket storm surge flooding in 2015 (Shapiro, Emily. abcnews.com)

Figure 16. Nantucket storm surge flooding in 2018 (SuƩers, Peter)
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Methodology: Data was collected using digital recording techniques, including laser
scanning and drone photogrammetry, as well as traditional recording techniques. This
was then integrated with sea level rise data (NOAA) and added to a GIS database for
spatial analysis and public access to information.98 99 Throughout the duration of the
project, community involvement and education / training remained a central focus.

Funding: For this project, begun in 2013, funding was secured through public-private
partnerships. This dictated two goals of the project: identify how many properties will be
impacted by sea level rise to help the municipality make decisions and encourage
preservation planning through education.

Output / End Product: PIN created a GIS database with online map, sea level rise
visualizations, and hosted a conference to present the data. The GIS database remains
accessible and simulations are available on the website and at request. There is a
long-term plan in place to continually update the current data set housed on the GIS
platform and produce new maps by the University of Florida.

To conduct the cultural resource survey, teams took photographs, assessed conditions,
researched archival data and pulled measurements from 3D scans. Once the project was
completed, they sent everything to the state in digital and hard copy format. They also submitted
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files on a cd to HABS (which does not accept external hard drives) requiring the point cloud to
be condensed, impacting the quality of the detail.
Since 1972, PIN has been present on the island developing educational programming and
functioning as a center to study architectural preservation, design, planning and historic research.
100

They bring in students and professionals from outside the community but also work with

volunteers and organizations within the community, promoting engagement with the built
environment. To record the data that would ultimately be incorporated into the sea level rise
simulations, they used a laser scanner. The use of equipment unfamiliar to non-professionals
peaked the curiosity of passersby. When individuals ask questions of the team recording the
streetscape or buildings, they are engaging with heritage, learning about one of the many tools of
preservation and getting involved with projects in their area, The documentation project becomes
a medium for conversations and education, not necessarily about an end product. This keeps
heritage, and preservation, relevant and alive.
PIN also hosted lecture series and programs about the environment, engaging students
who will be future preservation experts. The visuals developed from the project data have been
helpful but a better way to quantify the success of the project is through the process rather than
the data’s capability to rebuild a community. The lectures also allowed community members to
ask questions and learn more about the project, increasing the likelihood of extended
conversation and involvement with the project. Sea level rise remains a disputed issue for many,
and some stakeholders include climate deniers. They may instinctively reject the data and
simulations implying their homes, which have stood for generations and always adapted, will be
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faced with the threat level being presented. There can often be confusion between infrastructure
capacity of storm-related flooding and a denial of sea level rise. Lectures, programming, and
continuous dialogue meant that information can accompany the initial shock of the projections.
Stakeholders concerned about increasing the resiliency of the physical environment, as a crucial
component of their community, learn what their options are (ex: temporary solutions like
sea-walls and elevation). 101 102
It should be noted that the size of Nantucket and extent of community involvement meant
that PIN was ‘able to reach almost everyone’ to encourage dialogue and create short and
long-term solutions to storm surge. There exists opportunity for residents to remain engaged with
the project through the GIS platform, where they can view data collected. Additionally, when
residents have a question about the data PIN collects or they want to procure information for a
renovation they might be doing, they know to contact the Nantucket Preservation Trust who then
connects them with UFL.
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Figure 17. LocaƟon of study area, taken from Resilient Nantucket

Figure 18. VisualizaƟon showing impact of sea level rise on the Old Wharf
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5. CONCLUSION: EVALUATION OF CASE
STUDIES AND RELEVANCE
There are strengths and weaknesses to both projects. Both cases provide successful
elements that can be applied to a methodology for spurring greater community engagement to
proactively protect heritage using documentation techniques. By encouraging the widespread
application of these elements, communities can be better prepared with more effective
documentation for FEMA to assist in recovering a community’s most significant material
structures in the event of a flood-related disaster. Community-led strategies and documentation
of locally-identified heritage structures can encourage greater community resilience and ensure
values are incorporated into master plans or mitigation strategies.
Documentation for multiple intentions, like the creation of floodwater trajectories and
identifying vulnerable heritage sites can draw funding from multiple departments. This broader
approach to site selection may reduce the imbalance of documenting NR or NR-eligible sites
over locally-significant areas. The Preservation Institute: Nantucket has seemingly managed to
avoid investing in individual heritage sites by focusing their mission on education and
community-focused projects, collaborating with planning offices who need the data to make
better-informed decisions. Through their work, they were able to both survey resources and
assess vulnerability to sea level rise and storm surge. Regarding the use of lidar ground elevation
data (pulled from the GIS archive) to georeference location of the scans and photogrammetry, it
is unclear how current that data was, and no indication is given regarding any approximate
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discrepancies. But using the GIS platform to present data for the community has been effective,
again because funding is so secure, they are able to store and update content. The response of the
community is a reflection of the educational programming, lectures, and outreach the program
continues.
Looking at the work that the University of Florida has done, with the intent of
encouraging communities that have been living with rising waters for generations to plan ahead
and ‘move on’ is not always effective. No community wants to be told that their home or, for
those heavily reliant on tourism, their revenue stream will be washed away within their lifetime
or shortly after. University of Florida is exploring this through trial and error, acting as mediator
asking what communities need or are looking for before they begin the project but the shock of
the imagery can distract from creating feasible preventive planning initiatives. For Nantucket, the
collaboration is also tied into funding. Those who are involved at the local level are interested in
making sure the local economy adapts alongside the buildings. Additionally, the output for
Resilient Nantucket is in a pdf format. While some of this information has been put into the GIS
database (specifically the inundation and storm tide pathways, and hazard mitigation zones) it
would be ideal to include more detail on the public historic sites from the scans or
photogrammetry performed.
Nantucket is a unique example but place-based documentation projects dictated by
funding allocation can overlook communities of equal historic value that may be in higher threat
areas. This eliminates the option to systematically identify the most at-risk locations to begin
work, as organizations must follow the funding. There are four primary themes that surface when
evaluating the process and output of these case studies: Funding, Data Accuracy & Standards,
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Technology, and Community Awareness.

a.

Funding: Funding is the core issue throughout all of this. It ties into resource allocation

issue with maps; but also in preparedness plans. For historic resources, funding is
overwhelmingly released as a response to an event, not as a way to prevent or prepare. The two
case studies helped to illustrate this complicated relationship between funding, preparedness
efforts, and creating and implementing a plan. Nantucket has long-established partnerships. They
were able, through private and public grants, to push through the Resilient Nantucket project on
top of the work they have been doing with the area for decades. They’re also able to store,
record, and update the data because they own the equipment and the servers. Nantucket
maintains oversight of the GIS database but University of Florida is preparing and sending the
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data. Its benefits are arguably unique—meaning it would be difficult to replicate at this scale—to
the this situation because of the extent of funding and resources available.
Ellicott City, meanwhile was able to receive scans of their downtown at comparable
quality to what was done for Nantucket. The USACE surveyed the area and developed the 2D
flood map visualizations. Combining this data to create a simulation or upload to the existing
GIS database is feasible if the funding is available. However, for both projects, the city
essentially paid nothing. The state—more specifically, the county—covered the expense of
sending the USACE to produce the report. Partially thanks to FEMA funding received by the
state and distributed to the county after the formal recognition of the 2016 disaster. The laser
scan was an in-kind donation and the McCormick Taylor report was covered by the county. In
Ellicott City, the last major inventory of heritage resources had been in 1972, updated in 1998,
and new or supplemental documentation added as new listings were recorded to the MRHP. The
city was aware of flooding but did not have a plan in place until 2019. The documentation efforts
helped to inform the strategies outlined in the plan, develop proposals for new uses or
adaptations of historic structures, and serve as a permanent record of the events. Involving the
community in the entire process earlier would have made these efforts more productive and
perhaps avoided months of revisions to the proposed demolitions and new designs outlined in the
master plan.
By increasing funding, private and public, to encourage resilience planning, communities
can review design proposals for the fortification or relocation of historic structures before they
are damaged. For structures that can’t be moved, or that are moved and off-limits to the public
for an extended period of time like the Thomas Isaac Log Cabin, this funding can support
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digitally recording the building in its entirety, as a record and to be converted into a virtual
experience, much like the collaboration between CyArk, UFL, and Google to produce the Open
Heritage site.103So what can a city do that doesn’t have the funding? It’s dependent on what kind
of documentation they need or want, which informs the accuracy standards they use for a project.
b.

Data Accuracy & Standards: The standards set by NPS, FEMA, NOAA, and other

federal agencies can be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, accuracy is required for flood
maps to allow planners and local governments to make better-informed decisions. It can help to
identify areas that need funding for preparedness planning efforts, adaptation, relocation, or
propose demolition. However, the maps are only updated on average every 7-10 years meaning
there are areas that have potentially increased in vulnerability status but are not reflected in the
maps. If these areas are not formally recognized on the maps, the funding doesn’t flow as easy
and the prioritization of recording resources is redistributed elsewhere.
The standards set for documentation at the federal level, and the requirements to transfer
any digital recordings to print submissions, means the amount of time allocated to recording a
site is increased and transferring skillsets to nonprofessionals is difficult. Section 106 mitigation
documentation is divided into four levels varying from short-form reports to HABS-level detail,
but it still generally requires paying someone to go out and record. This is much easier to justify
for individual NR or NR-eligible or locally listed resources but it leaves behind whole
neighborhoods or sites that may be equally important to a community’s social and economic
recovery but lack formal acknowledgement of their value. This is where the potential for
reducing standards to meet the technological capabilities the city currently has is necessary and
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possible, as we see through the nonprofits—who are still pursuing donor-driven projects—but
adopting methodology to train local preservationists, students, or volunteers.
d.

Community Awareness:  This is presented in both case studies. For Nantucket, one of

the key elements of the project was to raise awareness, to get the community involved and
encourage them to start making more aggressive decisions about how to adapt to the inevitable
changes to their environment because of climate change. They initiated public programs,
meetings, they were out on the streets scanning, recording, taking measurements and speaking to
community members about what they doing—educating and involving them on site as well as in
slightly more formal settings. Their report is available online, essentially all of what they’re
doing is meant to be used by professionals meaning planners etc.. but formatted for public
consumption. Part of their goal is to create realistic conversations to reduce the vagueness about
flood impacts and climate change to help communities mobilize, plan, and prepare. This was
echoed in the McCormick Taylor report, they did essentially a post-mortem and said that they
would have done more to educate and develop and hold programming. If they or the county had
involved the community members more there might have been swifter action to fortify the most
vulnerable areas of the city before the 2016 flood and then again the 2018 flood. The rejection of
the proposed demolition and dragging out of the new master plan signifies residents were not
only displeased with what was being proposed by the county, they demanded to see the data to
understand why demolition was being proposed. It should be clarified that community
engagement was not entirely organic here, Preservation Maryland was aware of the impact the
proposed plan held on historic resources. They compiled their own data, offered
counter-suggestions, and spread clear information to encourage more people to get involved.
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Through that involvement, they were able to educate and enact change.
When documentation of heritage resources is formally included as part of mitigation or
preparedness efforts, it can contribute to a community’s resiliency before and after a flood or
disaster by ensuring the release of funding faster or being a reference for repair or reconstruction.
What documentation is conducted, for whom and what purpose, and how it is presented to the
community must be carefully considered.  The impact of an unplanned dramatic alteration to the
physical characteristics of community because of flooding or storm surge, can cause economic
and social trauma. Preparing in advance for these situations is crucial but understanding the
community and encouraging those with the authority to be receptive to concerns about heritage
loss is paramount. The process of recording can be an immersive and inclusive process that can
help identify community values, and is a form of resilience in itself, by bringing community
members together to help create the documentation that can inform mitigation strategies. While
the documentation projects in both case studies were extensive, there is room to argue that
funding should encourage more proactive measures rather than reactive.
In evaluating the differences between the two case studies, what is clear is that the
elements that contributed to results involved collaboration between organizations (municipal,
state, for-profit, and non-profit) and the community. Ellicott City also benefited from
organizational collaboration, between the state, county, and local organizations. While they
would benefit from a training program like Nantucket, they were able to acquire similar
information thanks to the in-kind donations from Elevated Element and Digital Dimensions. It
would otherwise have been an unfeasible project. Ellicott City apparently has not used this
documentation, though it is stored and available if needed in the future. The documentation
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likely retains more value, given the circumstances surrounding the masterplan and decision to
demolish five buildings. The city’s planning initiatives were changed thanks to community
involvement.
The two case studies primarily differ in how the data has been used and community
involvement. Nantucket was collaboration between private and public entities heavily focused on
education and community training whereas the projects in Ellicott City were conducted by
professionals for professionals. Both employed laser scanning in combination with traditional
methods like hand-drawing, photographs, collection and housing of archival references
(newspapers, records), the utilization of USACE 2D and 1D maps, drawings, and reports but
Nantucket created a simulation video for public awareness and identification of at-risk individual
resources while Ellicott City’s efforts were for infrastructure recovery and recording of heritage
resources for archival purposes (though they did have the USACE 2D maps that were used in the
masterplan). Nantucket engaged students to assist with documentation and conservation projects
while Ellicott City relied on in-kind donations from professionals and government employees.
5a. Recommendations
Basic digital documentation is a transferrable skillset to non-professionals. If storing
capabilities exist, or are donated through outside partners (like UFL) then this information can be
valuable at the local level. Communities are on location, can be taught basic, low-cost, safe
techniques (ie: photogrammetry via cell phone photos), and--if education and awareness
initiatives are successful--are motivated to record; they also have direct connections and the
potential to mobilize quicker than efforts of external entities. Whether or not this is the right way
to capture local heritage permanently in the long-term is a question that should be explored
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further. “Bit rot” or the deterioration of digital data means multiple copies will need to be made
over time and may at some point need to be transferred to hard copy.
What needs to change at the state and federal level is secure funding for the
documentation of heritage as part of resiliency planning.
At the state or federal level, there needs to be the capacity to host data digitally and
accept multiple forms of data. HABS has their own 3d documentation team and currently uses
laser scanning for measuring. They store the dataset from their team but when they receive scans
performed by external teams, they accept cad files and fieldnotes along with laser data but not
the files (only accept pdfs of ortho images with scale). Assuming data storing becomes more
affordable, and as technology improves, HABS may have a greater capacity to store digital
scans. If these scans still need to be transferred to print-based material, the time and effort (and
thus funding/payment) required to do so may negate the feasibility of having records for both
digital and print. Since most architectural firms scan to produce drawings or models of the
building, there already exists a vast repository of information. Crowd-sourced material could be
manipulated to meet the criteria required by HABS and going forward, national standards for
digital documentation (supplementary to photographs) can be used by architecture firms,
planners, or others, who are digitally scanning historic resources. Standards would also need to
address concerns regarding authenticity of color recording as well as proprietary software.
Returning to NOAA’s 2014 report on sea level rise, one of their recommendations
encourages “...new, innovative, crowdsource-like technologies (e.g., various “King Tide
websites”), this effort would help spatially delineate vulnerabilities, allowing for better local
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(street-level) calibration/validation of model based decision tools.”104 This proposal for
community-based recording embraces the concept of engaging stakeholders in proactive
documentation efforts. It should be noted that many of the more prominent websites like the
‘North Carolina King Tides Project’ and the ‘California King Tides Project’ are hosted by
universities or local governments. A recurrent factor for ensuring crowd-sourced material is
collected and stored adequately is having stable funding. At the local level, collaborations with
universities (ex: Duke, UNC, University of Washington) or other stable funding sources can aid
projects at the local or state level.
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6. LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH AND FUTURE
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
Research began with two documentation projects and quickly expanded to a broader
examination of the process of documentation in both case studies. Multiple kinds of
documentation was occurring as a result of flood events but the response of both communities,
and their involvement, was very different. Though both case studies were determined, there is a
population discrepancy between Nantucket (less populated) and Ellicott City (more populated),
differences in average property value (Nantucket is substantially higher), and number of visitors
(Nantucket, again, is higher) and climate change vulnerabilities. Both areas have been adapting
to water-threats since their inception but Nantucket Island is facing sea level rise and storm surge
flooding while Ellicott City has historically been prone to river flooding but has only recently
added flash flooding. Additionally, the question of determining what is needed to ensure
documentation of heritage resources in communities that lack the funding to adequately maintain
or record sites (and identify prior to damage) is not reasonably answered using these two case
studies. A deeper evaluation of state funding for MD and MA would help breakdown the specific
amounts allocated for preparedness efforts versus recovery efforts. Analyzing grant
administration from the state level down to individual projects may give further insight into why
documentation is not prioritized. An issue that repeatedly came up was the need to develop best
practices for storing, distributing, and allowing for the transfer of digital documentation. Last,
this thesis presumes that it is more cost-effective to invest in documentation as a preparedness
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initiative and incorporate heritage in mitigation planning but a broader look at how the financials
play into this is necessary (expanding Rumbach and Appler’s research).
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